Ready Jet Go! Space Helmet

Make a helmet and blast into space!

Pack your bags and get ready for some space travel and stellar imagination! The ride can be bumpy, so play it safe in space with your very own space helmet.

Materials

- Printable Space Helmet Template (following pages)
- Paper or cardstock
- Markers or crayons
- Tape
- Scissors

Make Your Space Helmet

1. Print the space helmet template.
   (You could print on cardstock or glue to cardboard to improve the strength.)

2. Color and, with an adult’s help, cut out templates as instructed.

3. Attach the top of the helmet to the bottom of the helmet with tape, and add accessories.

4. Attach the straps to the backside of the helmet with tape.
   a. Tape the thicker strap in the center and the two smaller straps to the sides, as shown in the diagram.
   b. Ask a parent or friend to help fit all three straps around your head. Fasten them all together with tape.

5. Now where will you go? Saturn? Another galaxy? The Moon? If you pack your tea set, you could have a tea party there—just like Mindy.

pbskids.org/readyjetgo
HELMET TOP
TAPE TO HELMET BOTTOM.

COLOR AND CUT OUT ALL SHAPES.

HELMET STRAP
TAPE TO HELMET BACK VERTICALLY.

TAPE HELMET BOTTOM HERE.

TAPE HELMET BOTTOM HERE.
COLOR AND CUT OUT ALL SHAPES.

HELMET BOTTOM
TAPE TO HELMET TOP.

HELMET ACCESSORIES
TAPE TO HELMET.

TWO HELMET STRAPS
TAPE ONE STRAP TO BACK OF HELMET — LEFT SIDE.
TAPE SECOND STRAP TO RIGHT SIDE. CONNECT IN THE CENTER.